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ABSTRACT 
Boundary-value problems for second-order operator differential equations with 
two boundary-value conditions are studied for the case where the companion operator 
is similar to a block-diagonal operator. This case is strictly more general than the one 
treated in an earlier paper, and it provides explicit closed-form solutions of 
boundary-value problems in terms of data without increasing the dimension of the 
problem. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Second-order operator differential equations with constant coeffkients 
arise in electrical and thermal problems [3], in vibrational systems [ 111, in the 
theory of damped oscillatory systems [lo], and from finite approximations to 
distributed parameter systems described by partial differential equations [l]. 
Throughout this paper H will denote a separable, complex Hilbert space, 
and L(H) will denote the algebra of all bounded linear operators on H with 
the operator norm. 
This paper deals with second-order operator differential equations of the 
type 
x@)- P(A)X”‘-Q(A)X=O, (1.1) 
whose operator coefficients depend on a parameter h and lie in L(H). In 
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recent papers [7-91 explicit solutions of Cauchy problems and boundary-value 
problems related to Equation (1.1) are given in terms of solutions of the 
characteristic algebraic operator equation 
X2 - P(A)X - Q(A) = 0. (1.2) 
Unfortunately, Equation (1.2) may be unsolvable, and the technique devel- 
oped in [7-91 is not available in such cases. The aim of this paper is to find 
closed-form solutions of Cauchy problems and boundary-value problems for 
Equation (1.1) without increasing the dimension of the problem and without 
assuming the existence of solutions of the algebraic operator equation (1.2). 
An important concept that will be used below is that of the generalized 
inverse of operators in L(H). If T is an operator in L(H) whose range is 
closed, then the orthogonal generalized inverse of T, denoted by T+, is the 
unique operator in L(H) that satisfies the well-known Moore-Penrose equa- 
tions; see [12, p. 641 for details. We recall that for the finite-dimensional case 
interesting procedures for computing T+ may be found in [2, p. 121 and [13]. 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 deals with the general 
solution of Equation (1.1) in terms of an appropriate pair of solutions of (1.1). 
The expression for the general solution involves two free operator parameters 
that will be used in Section 3 for the study of boundary-value problems of 
the type 
E,X(O) + F,X( b) = 0, E,X"'(O) + F,X"'( b) = 0, (1.3) 
where P(A),Q(A), Ei, Fi for i = 1,2, and X(t) for t ~[a,bl, are operators 
in L(H). 
2. ON THE GENERAL SOLUTION OF THE EQUATION 
X(‘) - P(A)X”’ - Q(A)X = 0 
In accordance with the definition introduced in [9], we say that a pair of 
strong solutions (Vi, U,) of Equation (1.1) is a fundamental set of solutions of 
that equation on the interval J, if for any solution U of Equation (1.11, there 
are operators T,,T, in L(H), uniquely determined by U, such that 
U(t)=U,(t)T,+U,(t)T,, t E J. (2.1) 
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If X0,X, are operators in L(H) satisfying the algebraic operator equation 
(1.2) and X, - Xi is invertible, then they define a complete set of solutions 
of (I.2), and in [9] it is proved that in this case the operator functions 
U,(t) = exp(tX,), U,(t) = exp(tX,) define a fundamental set of solutions. 
Note that if {X,, Xi} is a complete set of solutions of Equation (1.2) and if 
C(A) denotes the companion operator 
C(A) = Qph) [ P(:) 1 (2.2) 
then it follows that 
w= ; Z 
[ 1 0 Xl 
is invertible and 
C(A)W=WDiag(X,,X,). (24 
Thus C(A) is similar to a block-diagonal operator whose diagonal entries 
have the same dimension as the data. The next result generalizes this result 
and permits us to obtain fundamental sets of solutions of Equation (1.1) 
without assuming the existence of a fundamental set of solutions of Equa- 
tion (1.2). 
THEOREM 1. Let A, be such that the companion operator C( A,) is 
similar to a blockdiagonal operator D = Diag( D,, D,), with Di E L(H) for 
i = 1,2. Let IAS suppose that W is an invertible operator in L(H@ H) such that 
W = (Wij), Wij E L(H) fw 1~ i, j < 2, and 
W Diag( D,, D,) = C(A,)W. (2.4) 
Then the operator functions {U,( , A,), U2( , A,)), defined by 
ui(t,*O)=W~iexp(tDi), i = 1,2, (2.5) 
constitute a fundamental set of solutions of Equation (1.1) fat- A = A, and 
--oc<t<+m. 
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Proof. From (2.4) we have 
and 
1 [ = 0 z I[” ;:I Q(b) P(Ao) w2, 
WL!,D, =Q(ALl)K, + P(Ao)W,,, Wl,D, = WZl7 (2.6) 
W,,D, = Q(Ao)W,, + P(Ao)Wz~ WI, 4 = WE. (2.7) 
From (2.6) it follows that 
KPf = 414 = Q(A,)W,, + P(hJW,, = Q(A,)W,, + P(Ao)W,,D,, 
(2.8) 
and from (2.7) one gets 
Y,D; =W,,D, = Q(A,)W,, + P(A,)W,, = Q(hdW,, + P(hdW,,D,. 
(2*9) 
Taking derivatives in (2.5), it follows that 
U/j)(t,A,,) = WriD/exp(tDi), l<i,j<2. (2.10) 
From (2.5) and (2.10), for i = 1,2, one gets 
Thus (U,( , A,,), U,( , A,,)} is a pair of solutions of Equation (1.1). It is clear 
that for arbitrary operators Ti in L(H), i = 1,2, the operator function 
V(t)=U,(t,A,)T,+U,(t,A,)T, 
is also a solution of Equation (1.1). 
(2.11) 
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In order to prove that the above pair of solutions is a fundamental set, 
from the uniqueness of solutions of a Cauchy problem related to (1.1) [6], it is 
sufficient to find operators Ti, i = 1,2, such that the operator function U 
given by (2.11) satisfies U(0) = I,,, U”‘(O) = L, for any fixed pair of opera- 
tors L, and L, in L(H). Taking d erivatives in both members of (2.11), it 
follows that 
U(‘)(t) = W,,D, exp( tD,)T, + W,,D, exp( tD,) 
Thus the operators T,, T, must satisfy 
L, = W,,T, + W,,T, and W,,D,T1 + W,,D,T, = L,, 
or 
(2.12) 
Now, note that from (2.6)-(2.7) we have W,, D, = W,, and W,, D, = Wzz, so 
the system (2.12) may be written in the form 
T, Lcl w T2 = L, ’ [ I[ I 
and from the invertibility of W, the operators Ti are uniquely determined by 
the expression 
(2.13) 
Thus the result is established. 
COROLLARY 1. Given the hypotheses and the notation of Theorem 1, then 
the unique solution of the Cauchy problem 
X(Z)-- P&)X(‘)- Q(h,)X = 0, X(0) = L,, x”‘(O) = L,, (2.14) 
is given by the expression (2.10, where T,,T, are determined by (2.13). 
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Proof. It is a consequence of the uniqueness of solutions for a Cauchy 
problem related to Equation (1.1) [S], and of Theorem 1. n 
Theorem 1 provides a sufficient condition for the existence of a fimda- 
mental set of solutions of Equation (1.1) in terms of the similarity of the 
companion operator C(A) to a block-diagonal operator whose entries have 
the same dimension as the data. For the finite-dimensional case, the Jordan 
canonical form of C(A) is a well-known block-diagonal matrix that is similar 
to C(h). For the infinite-dimensional case, Jordan operators admit a block- 
diagonal representation analogous to that of the finite-dimensional case [5, 
p. 1711. Between the operators which have a finite spectrum, a characteriza- 
tion of the algebraic operators which are similar to a Jordan operator is given 
in [5, p. 1721. If C(A,) is a normal operator with a countable spectrum, then 
from [4, p. 9051, the operator C(A,) is similar to a diagonable operator. 
Finally, a class of operators with an infinite spectrum which are similar to a 
block-diagonal operator is described in Lemma 7.18 of [5]. 
The next example shows that Theorem 1 is a strict generalization of 
Theorem 2.1(n) of [9] and Lemma 2 of [8], in the sense that the hypothesis 
(2.4) does not imply the existence of a complete set of solutions for the 
algebraic equation (1.2). 
EXAMPLE 1. Let us consider the matrix equation 
X"'-Q(A)X=O, H = ‘&x2, Q(A) = [; ;I- (2.15) 
If A = 1, then an easy computation yields that the matrix Q(1) only has two 
square roots, given by X, = 22’/‘Q(l), Xi = -2-‘/‘Q(l), but X,-X, = 
2’/2Q(I) is singular. So the algebraic equation 
X2 - Q( 1) = 0 (2.16) 
does not admit a complete set of solutions. However, as the minimal and the 
characteristic polynomial of the companion matrix C(1) coincide and they are 
equal to p(l) = a2(2 -2 ‘/‘)(a +2i/‘), it follows that the Jordan canonical 
form of C(1) is 
J= Diag(JITJdT A=[; ;I> 12=[2;2 ,P,,,]. 
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Thus C(l)W = WI, where 
and W is invertible. In consequence, the hypothesis (2.4) is satisfied, but the 
equation (2.16) does not admit a complete set of solutions. 
3. BOUNDARY-VALUE PROBLEMS 
In this section we are interested in finding values of A, if any, so that the 
boundary-value problem (1.3) h as nontrivial solutions. Let us consider the 
hypotheses and the notation of Theorem 1, and let {V,( , A,,), U,( ,A,)} be 
the fundamental pair of solutions of Equation (l.l), defined by (2.5). Consid- 
ering the expression (2.11) that represents the general solution of Equation 
(Ll), it follows that the problem (1.3) is solvable if and only if there exist 
appropriate operators T, and T, in L(H) so that u(t) given by (2.11) 
satisfies the boundary-value conditions of (1.3). 
If we impose that U(t) given by (2.11) satisfies (1.3), then it follows that 
the operators T, and T, must verify the algebraic system 
E,(W,IT, + W,,T,) + EdWuD,T, + K, %T,) = 0, 
+~,[W,,D,exp(aD~)T,+W,,D,exp(aD,)T,l =O. (3.1) 
If we denote by S(A,l the block operator defined by 
‘(“) = 
E,W,, + J%?WlID~ E,W,, + E,WuD, 
( F,W,, + F,W,, Dl) exp( aD,) I ( F,W,, + F,W,, D,) exp( aD,) ’ 
(3.2) 
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then the system (3.1) may be written in the form 
T, S(A,) T 
[ I =o. 2 (3.3) 
If we suppose that the operator S(A,) defined by (3.2) has a closed range in 
H8 H, and we denote by S+ (A,) its orthogonal generalized inverse [12, 
p. 651, then from Proposition 1.4 of [12, p. 81 it follows that the general 
solution of (3.3) is given by the expression 
[ 1 ;; = Pffeff- S+(hl)wo)l ;I ’ [ I 2 (3.4) 
where Z,, 2, are arbitrary operators in L(H), and 
operator in L(H @ H). 
1 HeBH denotes the identity 
Thus the following result has been proved: 
THEOREM 2. Let A, be such that the companion operator C(A,) is 
similar to a block-diagonal operator D = Diag(D,, D,), where Di lies in 
L(H) fbr i = 1,2. Let W= (Wij) b e an invertible operator in L( H @ H), where 
Wij is an operator in L(H) for 1~ i, j < 2, and satisfies (2.4). Let V&t, A,) be 
defined by (2.51, for i = 1,2. 
(i) If the operator S(A,) defined by (3.2) is invertible in L(H@H), then 
the unique solution of the problem (1.3) is the trivial one V(t) = 0 for all t. 
(ii) The problem (1.3) h as nontrivial solutions if and only if the range of 
the operator S(A,) is not dense in H@ H. In this case, taking any pair of 
operators Ti in L(H ), not simultaneously zero fm i = 1,2, and satisfying the 
system (3.2), then the corresponding function V(t) given by (2.11) defines 
nontrivial solutions of (1.3). Zf N is a closed subspace of H @ H that is 
orthogonal to the range of S(A,), and if N, and N2 are the subspaces of H @ H 
defaned by 
N,=Nn(H@{O}), N,=Nn((O}@H), 
then we can take operators T, and T, dejmed as the orthogonal projections on 
H with ranges N, and N2 respectively. 
(iii) Zf the range of S(A,) is closed in H@H, and S+(A,) represents its 
orthogonal generalized inverse, then the general solution of the problem (1.3) 
is given by (2.11) where T1,T2 are operators in L(H) defined by (3.4), in 
which Z 1, Z, are arbitrary operators in L(H). 
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